LET'S BUILD AN ALEBRIJE WITH THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF MEXICAN ART
What materials do you need for this project:

- Scissors
- Pencil & eraser
- Paint
- Markers
- Tape
- Enamel glue
- Cardboard
- News paper, color paper
Let’s make an Alebrije!

Alebrijes are brightly colored sculptures created by Mexican folk artist Pedro Linares that are made from combining various animals that give us these fantastical (fantasy/mythical) creatures. This activity highlights the popularity of this craft in Mexico and around the world.

In this workshop we are going to create an Alebrije using common materials found at home such as newspaper, masking tape and natural glue, or engrudo, made from flour, water and sugar. This activity has several steps, but is a good activity to practice motor skills, imagination and to develop creativity with the help and support of family.
Let's Begin!

I. Design/Idea

What animals should be used to create an Alebrije? Selecting our animals can be a little difficult since there are so many fantastic animals to choose from! We will use an idea guide (graphic organizer) to help collect information for this project. The theme of the Alebrije will be to show the little ones' characteristics.

Like any art project, we are going to start with our drawing that will make it easier to see the shapes that we must create to design their Alebrije. We will use this drawing as a guide, but remember that we have the ability to change and exaggerate parts of our Alebrije. (Here we give you an example design, but if you and your little ones like to create your own design, fantastic!)
To start our Alebrije, we will create the different parts of our fantastic animal separately using newspaper, and then tape all the parts together. With the newspaper we can create bunches of paper by smashing and crumpling them into balls in your hand, until we reach the appropriate size that we desire. It is good to create the body first as this will dictate the sizes of the different parts of the Alebrije such as the legs, neck and other parts we have chosen.

Once we have the different body parts, we are going to join them with the masking tape. Here we can create the position we want for our Alebrije. It does not matter if the tape is on several parts of the Alebrije since we will cover our work with newspaper and the engrudo paste. We are going to cut pieces of newspaper into strips to cover our Alebrije and hold the paper balls together with the help of the engrudo paste. This part of the project will get a little messy since we will use our hands to apply the paste and newspaper. We are going to cover all the parts of the Alebrije with two layers of newspaper and engrudo paste. Another option to cover it is to use brown wrapping paper. After covering the Alebrije completely we must let it dry completely, usually 24 hours is enough.
3. Decoration/Design

If you do not have paint, we will use colored paper to embellish our fantastic alebrijes. One option that will allow us to cover our alebrije is using paper patterns that we can cut and glue onto our structures. For this section of the project we can use colored paper, magazines, or newspaper sections with color like the comics, old wrapping paper, bags or tissue paper. If you have art paint laying around the house you are welcome to use that as a form of decorating.

One option we recommend is to create various pattern designs and then glue together to create the alebrije skin, or you can cut various shapes and also cover your alebrije completely. There is no set rule in place, all we recommend is to use your creativity. If you are having a hard time creating a pattern design, this can be a good time to look at our chosen animals and what kind of protective coating they might have to help create pattern designs. We can look at birds and their feathers as well as snake skins and reptiles. We can also just use geometric shapes or leaves to help decide what type of patterns to use. To cover the our alebrije without the use of paint has many options, we can use various types of paper as well the use of seeds.
Congratulations, you have finished your alebrije! We ask that you show it off and tag us on your social media!

#ATHOMEWITHNMMA
ALEBRIJE GRAPHIC ORGANIZER

NAME / NOMBRE

ADD YOUR CHARACTER TRAITS INSIDE THE BUBBLES
DRAW YOUR ALEBRIJE